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Compiler ConstructionSpringer, 2004
The CC program committee is pleased to present this volume with the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Compiler Construction (CC 2004). CC continues to provide an exciting forum for researchers, educators, and practitioners to exchange ideas on the latest developments in compiler technology, programming language implementation, and...
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Modular Neural Networks and Type-2 Fuzzy Systems for Pattern Recognition (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	We describe in this book, hybrid intelligent systems using type-2 fuzzy logic and
	modular neural networks for pattern recognition applications. Hybrid intelligent
	systems combine several intelligent computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic,
	neural networks, and bio-inspired optimization algorithms, which can be used to
	produce...
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Intelligent Paradigms for Assistive and Preventive Healthcare (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
This book presents some of the recent advances in assistive and preventive healthcare in intelligent environment. As the world is becoming increasingly aware of the needs of people with disabilities, researchers are finding new technologies and applications to assist disabled people in performing the everyday activities which able-bodied people...
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Deep Learning: Convergence to Big Data Analytics (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2019

	
		
			This book presents deep learning techniques, concepts, and algorithms to classify and analyze big data. Further, it offers an introductory level understanding of the new programming languages and tools used to analyze big data in real-time, such as Hadoop, SPARK, and GRAPHX. Big data analytics using traditional techniques...
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Modern Information RetrievalAddison Wesley, 1999
We live in the information age, where swift access to relevant information in whatever form or medium can dictate the success or failure of businesses or individuals. The timely provision of relevant information with minimal ‘noise' is critical to modern society and this is what information retrieval (IR) is all about. It is a dynamic...
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Robust Control Systems with Genetic Algorithms (Control Series)CRC Press, 2002

	In recent years, new paradigms have emerged to replace-or augment-the traditional, mathematically based approaches to optimization. The most powerful of these are genetic algorithms (GA), inspired by natural selection, and genetic programming, an extension of GAs based on the optimization of symbolic codes.

	

	Robust...
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Smart Graphics: 9th International Symposium, SG 2008, Rennes, France, August 27-29, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
For centuries, artists and designers have been creating communicative graphics. With the advent of new forms of media, the emergence of paradigms such as ubiquitous computing, and the rapid evolution of interaction devices, there is a continuous cycle of renewal of the technologies and methods to support artists, interaction designers and...
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The Blind Spot: Lectures on LogicEuropean Mathematical Society, 2011

	These lectures on logic, more specifically proof theory, are basically intended for postgraduate students and researchers in logic. The question at stake is the nature of mathematical knowledge and the difference between a question and an answer, i.e., the implicit and the explicit. The problem is delicate mathematically and philosophically...
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Computational Models of Argument:  Volume 144 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
The papers in this volume formed the programme of the 1st International Conference on Computational Models of Argument (COMMA), which was hosted by the Dept. of Computer Science of The University of Liverpool from Sept. 11th–12th, 2006. This conference originated from the ASPIC project1 from which significant support has been received. The...
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Software ParadigmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Programming is about the creation of software to solve problems. Problems come in
many forms: simple to complex, small to large, I/O-intensive to compute-intensive.
Over the past four decades, we’ve tried to solve a lot of different types of problems
with software. At some, we have been exceptionally successful and the...
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Engineering Your Future: The Professional Practice of EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This updated textbook provides a resource on the non-technical aspects of professional practice for both engineering students and young technical professionals. Coverage supports the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)'s Engineering Criteria 2000, as well as ASCE's current BoK and ASME and AIChE's BoKs. The...
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Inter-cooperative Collective Intelligence: Techniques and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the latest advances in the rapid growing field of inter-cooperative collective intelligence aiming the integration and cooperation of various computational resources, networks and intelligent processing paradigms to collectively build intelligence and advanced decision support and interfaces for end-users. The book brings a...
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